
vacation sometimes workers colony popular

colony workers popular vacation sometimes

workers popular vacation sometimes colony

vacation workers colony popular sometimes

colony vacation sometimes workers popular

sometimes colony workers popular vacation

workers popular vacation colony sometimes

popular workers colony sometimes vacation

colony sometimes popular vacation workers

popular vacation sometimes workers colony
      
cold read = _______ words correct in one minute          warm read = _______ words correct in one minute 

                                      
Name_______________________

Sight Word Speed Drill, Week 4 



what else can these are there were would not many other

would not there were many other what else can these are

there were many other what else can these are would not

what else can there were would not many other these are

would not what else can these are there were many other

these are would not there were many other what else can

there were many other what else can would not these are

many other there were would not these are what else can

would not these are many other what else can there were

many other what else can these are there were would not

      

cold read = _______ correct phrases        warm read = _______ correct phrases 

                                      
Name_______________________

Phrase Speed Drill, Week 4 



Name: ___________________________________ 

Speed Drill, Week 4, Day 3: SENTENCES 

1.    One of these cities is the capital of the United States. 
2.    Farther south, there are sandy beaches. 
3.    The rushing water powered the factories. 
4.    Native Americans called the bay the “great shellfish bay.” 
5.    Banks help them borrow and save money. 
6.    The President of the United States works here. 
7.    Crowds gathered along the canal. 
8.    Come to the Northeast and see for yourself! 
9.    Banks help them borrow and save money. 
10. The rushing water powered the factories. 
11. One of these cities is the capital of the United States. 
12. Crowds gathered along the canal. 
13. The President of the United States works here. 
14. Native Americans called the bay the “great shellfish bay.” 
15. Farther south, there are sandy beaches. 
16. One of these cities is the capital of the United States. 
17. Native Americans called the bay the “great shellfish bay.” 
18. Come to the Northeast and see for yourself! 
 

Read #1: Words correct per minute __________ 

Read #2: Words correct per minute __________ 



Name: ______________________________ 

Speed Drill, Week 4, Day 4: PASSAGE 

Directions:  
1.  For one minute, you will read as many words 

as you can, starting with “Work Begins” on 
page 18 of your textbook, Explore the 
Northeast.  Continue on to page 19 if you still 
have time. 

 
2.  Stop and count the words you have read. 

Record that number here: 
 

_________________ words per minute 
 

3.  Read the same passages again for one minute. 
At the end of one minute, count the words 
you read. Is it better than last time? 

 
___________________ words per minute 
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